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I .  INTRODUCTION 
No aspect of the child' s  life seems to concern the parent , 
especially the mother , more persistently than that of feeding . The 
feeding problem appears with unfailing fre quency in the home and at 
nurs ery school . A child ' s  growth rate slows down after infancy and 
most children tend to eat less . The midday meal in a nursery school 
provides a favorable environment for a study of the eating behavior 
of young children . Often children act differently away from home 
than when at home ; however the school environment after the first 
few weeks , becomes a fairly stable situation for the individual 
child. 
Children vary from day to day in their attitudes toward food. 
Food likes appear one day only to disappear the next day . Uncon­
trollable circumstances in the playroom at nursery school or at home 
will influence the child' s  behavior during lunch time . 
Eating behavior is an important aspect of preschool educa­
tion because , in the total development of a human being , that which 
comes first influences all later development . Eating behavior is 
particularly important becaus e it looms so large as a factor in the 
lives of preschool children (11 , p .  399) . 
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Ea�ing behavior is significant to an individual becaus e it 
is his behavior. In a child's own experiences , accepting or re­
jecting food, overs tuffing or refusing food gives food a special 
role . In as much as food selection and ingestion is a dynamic 
behaviorial relation between organism and environment , the ess ential 
facts from which any analysis of appetite must start are phys ical in 
nature . For example , human beings eat rapidly or slowly; accept one 
food and reject another; prefer sweet taste rather than sour; take 
the accustomed food or perhaps turn to the unfamiliar one; eat more 
rapidly in the presence of competitors than when alone; or are in­
hibited by some characteristic of the food and may stop eating when 
a certain quantity has been ingested . These and similar processes 
are aspects of eating behavior . The mechanisms of taste , smell , 
and sight exercise the first control in the selection and rej ection 
of foods . 
The pres chool child has learned to like a wide variety of 
foods by the time he reaches nursery school age . He has learned to 
regard eating as a satis factory or an uns atisfactory experience . 
Food eaten in pleasant surroundings becomes a symbol of those sur­
roundings . 
A child's feelings about food may also contribute to the 
quality of his relationship with his parents and other adults in 
eating s ituations . Food attitudes may be an overt expres sion of 
covert feelings about self or about interpersonal relationships . 
Food and eating behavior reflects tradition and culture in a given 
s ociety (4 , p .  7 04) . 
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A mother's influence on a child's food habits during his 
infancy is very important . By the time a child re aches the pre­
school stage his behavior patterns in regard to eating are alre ady 
s et .  Tastes for new foods can be developed , but tastes for flavors 
are formed slowly . Adults who set a good example do much to aid 
the development of good eating behavior in the young child . 
Teachers are relatively important in helping a child develop 
positive attitudes toward food. Their attitudes support the efforts 
of parents . Young children ,  in their striving for recognition and 
status in school , tend to follow the guidance of their teachers 
(31 , P• 806) . 
Little is known about the way appetite and food preferences 
of individuals develop. Attitudes of both children and adults 
toward food influence their food selection and intake . Thus , an 
understanding of the dynamics of children's food preferences and 
prejudices is of value to those who plan and supervise the feeding 
of children . 
II . STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this study was threefold: first , to gain 
information concerning the influence of color and flavor in the 
dessert preferences of preschool children in a nursery school 
lunch situation; second, to compare the factors of age and sex 
with the color and flavor preferences of preschool children; and 
third, to compare the differences or similarities in the mother's 
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opinion of the preferences of her child as expressed in the home 
with the flavor preferences exhib ited by the child in the nursery 
school lu nch situ ation. 
III . HYP OTHESES 
It was hypothesiz ed that (1) the sub j ects wou ld not reveal 
consistent preferences for a flavor or a color in their choice 
of dess erts at nursery school; (2) there wou ld not b e  s ex and 
age differences in flavor or color preference of preschool chil­
dr en for desserts; and (3) there wou ld b e  no apparent relationship 
b etween the sub j ects ' flavor preferences as ob served in the test 
situ ation and the flavor preferences of the child as check ed b y  
the mothers on the que stionn aires. 
IV. LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
This stu dy was limited to a s elected group of nursery 
school childr en .  Most of the sub j ects were from the upper-middle 
socio- economic class and the remaining ones from the middle class. 
This information is b ased on nu rsery school records. 
A mother is most likely to b e  fam iliar with the flavor 
preferences of her hu sb and and her childr en. The mother was 
ask ed to record her flavor preference as well as the flavor 
preference of her hu sb and and her nu rsery s chool child or 
children . The accu racy of the mothers '  perceptions cou ld b e  
qu estioned and wou ld b e  a limitation of thi s  stu dy. 
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Another limitation of this study was that children ' s  at­
titudes probably fluctuate from day to day and from meal to meal. 
It was impossible to control all of the possible influencing 
variables ; for example , the amount of previous experience the 
children had had with· the flavors of pudding , the amount of break­
fast the child had eaten , the possible influences of the group , 
impending illnesses , the differences in preparation of the same 
food at home and at school , and upsetting circumstances during 
the early morning such as an injury . Records were not kept of 
the amount of dessert eaten by each subj ect only of the choice 
made by the subj ect . 
V .  ASSUMPTIONS 
It was assumed that those subjects expressing a consistent 
choice of a specific flavor would exhibit a definite preference 
for that specific flavor . It was also assumed that those sub­
j ects expressing a consistent choice of a specific color would 
exhibit a preference for that specific color . 
VI . IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 
Parents as well as teachers who have an opportunity to 
plan and supervise the feeding of small children have many problems 
in connection with the eating behavior of these children . In re­
viewing the literature it was evident that little was known about 
the factors which influence a young child ' s  choice of food.  This 
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study will contrib ute some kn owledge of the influence of flavor 
and color in childr ens' dessert preferences as well as differences 
in age and s ex with respect to the preferences of preschool chil­
dr en in relation to choices of a specific type of dessert . In­
creased kn owledge in the area of childr en ' s  flavor and color 
preferences can b e  of value in evaluating the present policies 
du ring mealtime in nursery schools and to those who are interested 
in promoting sound food hab its and nutrition edu cation. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERA TURE 
Du ring the preschool year s  certain patterns of b ehavior 
ar e  formu lated and a fou ndation of personality is laid. E ating 
is an  imp ortant aspect of preschool b ehavior b ec au s e  it consu mes 
a lar ge proportion of t he time , attention , and interest of you ng 
children.  Feeding problems appear with u nfailing frequ ency in 
the home and in the nu rs ery school . Children var y from day to 
day in their b ehavior in regar d  to food. Idiosyncrasies appear 
one day only to disappear the next day . 
Uncontrollab le circum st ances in the playroom or at home 
influ ence the day ' s  b ehavior in the di ning room for children 
as well as adu lts . Var iab les of this nature ar e  almost  impos­
sib le t o  control in any stu dy concerni ng e ating b ehavior of you ng 
children . Little effort is made on the par t of the experimenters 
to control these types of influ ences on the eating b ehavior of 
childr en .  
Very little research has b een done concerning the e ating 
b ehavior of preschool childr en par ticu larly with emphas is on food 
color and flavor preference .  Research of t hose stu dies availab le 
in the whole area of eating b ehavior and food preference has b een 
b ased on ob s ervational records of childr en ' s  b ehavior in the home 
or in a nur s ery school situ ation . Past research has revealed that 
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few of the studies have controlled reliability and validity , very 
little effort was made to control for contamination . Studies 
dealing with children in a natural setting make it very difficult 
to formulate and carry out investigations which control or hold 
constant many important variables . 
Most of the research concerning children's color choices 
has been centered around the child's actual use of the colors as 
well as their verbal expres sions of color preference . In most 
cases the findings in a study of children's color preferences 
have been based on observations of the actual us e of color in a 
nurs ery s chool situation . 
Several factors mus t be considered in connection with any 
research on children in the nursery school . The children attending 
nursery schools from which research has been reported were from 
the middle and upper-middle socio- economic clas s . In many of 
the studies the sample was not a random one . In view of the 
limitations of the available research in this ar.ea,  the findings 
must be examined carefully to determine their value . 
I. FOOD PREFERENCE 
Laird and Breen (19 ) reported that research prior to 19 39 
has revealed that in early childhood taste buds are pres ent on 
the inside of the cheeks and in the throat in addition to the 
tongue . During adoles cence these disappear and chiefly those 
on the tongue remain . Thes e basic changes explain that alterations 
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in food enjoyment take place as the individual passes from child­
hood into maturity . Foods which the child did not enjoy become 
palatable in maturity because his rich supply of taste buds very 
possibly brought out taste characteristics which the adult mouth 
does not sense . 
Sex differences in the number and funcioning of taste buds 
have not been well established.  Youthful disappearance of tas te 
buds is completed by the age of twelve years , according to the 
reports of Laird and Breen . 
Laird and Breen studied the preferences for sweets at 
different age levels by having subjects taste pineapple juice 
in five degrees of sweetness . They found that preferences for 
sweets declined with age . Older people preferred a sour tas te . 
Women at all ages , in comparison with men , had more preferences 
for the tart tas te and less for the sweet taste . 
Renner (29) reported that at low and at high temperatures 
no sens ations of sweetness or bitterness can be experienced at 
all . This fact has been as certained concerning temper atures 
below freezing point and above 122° F. Between these limits of 
perception the curve of sensitiveness differs with each sweet 
or bitter substance . The experiments can be carried out only 
by exposing a single bud of tas te on the surface of the exposed 
tongue to the fluid of the solution to be tas ted . It has been 
found advis able in experiments to limit the temperatures from 
63° F .  to 108° F .  Below and above this level another sense , the 
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s ens e of pain , aris es and might interfere with the ob s ervations. 
Renner (29) stu died the effects of temperatu re on sweet 
taste , us ing an artificial sweetner , du lein,  in a liqu id solu tion 
heated to different temperatures . It was fou nd that with rising 
temperatures b etween the fixed limits a qu ick rise in percepti­
b ility occu rred. When the temperatu re was raised from 63° F. to 
ab ou t 95° F. , the sweetness of the s ame solu tion rose five and a 
half times. When the temperatu re was raised fu rther , the sensitive­
ness of the bu ds of t aste decreased rapidly and finally disappeared, 
at ab ou t 122° F .  
That organisms prefe r  one thing to another is a comm on ob­
servation . We have little k nowledge of the ps ychological dynam ics 
b ehind preferential choic es .  Preference is shown by the qu ality 
of choice and by the consis tency of s election. 
You ng (39) in his ob servations of rats chose to ob serve the 
qu ality of the choice rather than the qu antity of food eaten. He 
fou nd that rats reveal a consistent preference throu ghou t a long 
s eri es of trials , or they show no preference at all . Failu re to 
manifest a preference is ju st as signi ficant as preference in an 
organis m ,  for it indicat es approximate equ ality of demand for the 
foods offered. 
Festinger {12) stu died the effect of previou s experience 
on the preference of rats for a given· food. He fou nd that if an 
animal is given more of one food than another , an animal will 
eventu ally come to prefer that food on which it has experienced 
relative deprivation. He also studied effect of the amount of 
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food on the choice behavior of rats . A group of rats was run in 
a s ingle discrimination point apparatus . The choice involved was 
between a ten-s econd feeding on one food and a one-minute feeding 
on a different food .  The appetites for the two foo ds us ed appeared 
to be equal at the start of the experiment . After 24 days , the 
animals ran only slightly more than 50 per cent of the time to the 
greater amount of food. A control group showed that if only one 
food was involved, the animals would learn to run to the greater 
amount of food nearly 100 per cent of the time . 
Young (34) in explaining the preference of rats for foods 
stated that the primary basis of the rat ' s  discrimination among 
foods tuffs is the sens e of taste . On a preference test a rat 
invariably tasted both foods before a preference appeared for one 
food or the other . The preference often developed after a small 
number of trials , but it never appeared without a preliminary 
sampling which provided sensory experience of both foods . 
Occasionally the rat may be s een to sniff first one test 
food and then the other , before selecting either one . Smelling is 
secondary to tasting for rats in making a preferential discrimina­
tion between foods . 
In considering an individual ' s  reaction to the food he eats , 
the factor of culture must be taken into account . What will whet 
the appetite , what will bring a feeling of satiety , what is tasty 
depends on the particular culture of the individual in question . 
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Davis (8) has enthusiastically endorsed the self- selection 
method of feeding infants and children , but at the same time she 
has warned against exaggerated claims , noting that there are limits 
to trustworthiness of appetite as a guide in eating . For instance ,  
appetite does not protect us against the ingestion of unfamiliar 
poisonous plants and animals .  The Davis study made it clear that 
appetite is not an infallible guide in the selection of foodstuffs . 
The bulk of evidence indicated that when an infant is offered a 
variety of foods from which to choos e ,  he can to an amazingly high 
degree select a diet which is balanced , adequate in calories , and 
one which leads to normal growth and health . 
Little is known about the way in which appetite or food 
preferences of individuals develop. The attitudes toward food 
of both children and adults influence to a large extent their food 
intake. Children have preferences for certain foods , but those 
preferences in many cases are distinctly individual . 
Dudley , Sunderlin , and Moore (9) studied the vegetable 
preferences of 53 nursery school children. The home backgrounds 
of these children were different in regard to eating experiences 
as indicated by the questionnaires completed by the mothers . The 
previous experiences with food undoubtedly influenced the behavior 
of the children during this study. Each of four vegetables was 
prepared in four different ways and was served four different times . 
Green beans , asparagus , carrots and rutabagas were used in this 
study . Each child was offered a choice each day and a record was 
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k ept of the amou nts of each vegetab le that was eaten. The au thors 
fou nd that childr en had preferences for raw prepar ations of carrots 
and ru tab agas. However , there was gr eat variation b etween individ­
u als in the choices they made and in the consistency of their choices. 
The stu dy of Du dley , Su nderlin , and Moore has shown that 
althou gh childr en seem to have food preferences there is gr eat 
var iation b etween individu als. Rats have shown preferences in 
their b ehavior in regard to food u nlik e  the b ehavior found in 
childr en . Rats reveal cons istent preferences , or they show no 
preference at all . 
There is little doub t am ong those dealing with small chil­
dr en that the pleasing appearance of food itself exerts a tre­
mendou s influ ence on their preference of foods. The pres ence of 
color and the attractiveness of s ervice seem important . 
Sweeny (35) ob served nu rsery school childr en over a 400 
day p eriod. During a specific ninety day period of this stu dy 
the childr en mentioned color in 95 per cent of their references 
to the food s erved. Sweeny also reported that there were age 
differences in the k inds of foods preferred by the childr en. 
Children one and one-half to three years of age preferred dif­
ferent food comb inations from childr en three to five year s  old. 
These differences were not specifioal ly reported. 
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McCarthy (23) investigated the food preferences and aversions 
of a group of young children to determine their relationships to 
the food avers ions among members of their families . The subjects 
were forty-eight children enrolled in the nursery school at Uni­
versity of Georgia.  Some of the subjects had previously attended 
the nursery school or were siblings of children who were currently 
enrolled in the nursery school . Fourteen were considered eating 
problems by their mothers or the nurs ery school staff, and thirty­
four were judged to have eating problems . 
The data for this study were obtained through interviews 
with the mothers . The mothers gave the children's reaction to 
seventy- two foods . Information concerning the reactions to these 
foods was obtained for other members of the family . 
Correlations with age indicate a growing indifference to 
food and a tendency away from strong likes and strong aversions 
with increase  in age . Food aversions on the part of the family 
members are as sociated with about 35 per cent of children's food 
aversions . There was a much higher percentage of identical food 
avers ions among siblings than between children and parents . A 
dislike for a certain food by some member of a family was a rather 
frequent reason for its not being offered to the child. 
In the feeding problem group, 47 per cent of foods disliked 
or refus ed by some member of the family were also disliked or re­
fus ed by the subject . Evidence from this study indicated that 
children who had been s erved chocolate milk were less satisfied 
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with plain milk. 
An investigation of the father ' s  influ ence on you ng chil­
dr en ' s  food preferences was made b y  B ryan and L owenb erg (5) . They 
had as a purpos e  to appraise the relationship b etween the food 
preferences of the father and those of his preschool chil dren. 
Th irty-six foods were s elected as ones with which the sixty-one 
preschool children and their fathers wou ld b e  familiar. The 
fathers indicated on a check list whether they liked, accepted,  
or refu s ed the listed foods. The mothers ans wered for the child. 
A mother's ab ility to indicate the food acceptance or refu s al of 
the child mu st not b e  cons idered to b e  completely reliab le. 
There seemed to b e  a relationship b etween the child ' s  pref­
erence for vegetab les and the father' s preference for vegetab les; 
however , this association was not statistically s ignificant. A 
high like rating was fou nd b etween father and child for milk and 
milk produ cts. 
B latz (2) stu died the eating hab its of you ng children who 
attended S t .  George' s School. Daily ob s ervations were made on 
children from two to six years old. S ix ob s ervers kept a record 
of the food eaten and the eating hab its of the children. The data 
showed that there was no significant difference in the am ou nt of 
food eaten and the eating hab its of the children in regard to the 
different days of the week. Wh en the performance on the t otal 
scale by the different age groups was compared B latz found an 
increasing difference of one point b etween eac h  o f  the groups. 
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Two-year-olds had an average score of nearly 3 . 0, three-year-olds 
about 4 . 0 , and four-year-olds about 5. 0 points . Although group 
differences with age were found , the total average score reflected 
wide individual differences . 
Mirone , Torrance and Roughton (26) studied the food intake 
of children at noon who attended the University of Georgia Nursery 
School . Records were made for fifteen days over a period of five 
weeks on the amounts of food served and consumed of twenty- two 
subjects , twelve girls and nine boys . With exception of Irish and 
sweet potatoes , vegetables were consumed in the least amounts. 
Desserts were consumed in the largest amounts . There was no 
statistically significant sex difference in the amount of vanilla 
custard consumed by boys and girls. In agreement with Blatz (2) 
it was found that sex ,  day of the week , and week order had no sig­
nificant effect on the quantity of food ingested during the noon 
meal . 
A study of factors affecting the amount and kind of food 
eaten by nursery school children was conducted by Dunshee (10) • 
The subjects were thirty- seven children enrolled in the nurs ery 
school at the University of Minnesota. Forty-seven students ,made 
a total of 3, 005 daily records of the food eaten and the routine 
habits of the children at lunch hour between January and July in 
19 27.  The amount of food eaten was expressed in calories. The 
foods were divided into groups , milk , protein foods , vegetables , 
carbohydrates and dess erts . It was found that there was no sex 
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difference in the am ount of food eat en or t he type of food eat en 
by these children. This finding agrees with t he findings of Blatz 
( 2) ,  Mirone , Torrance , and Rought on ( 26). In agreement wit h Blatz 
a significant age difference in food int ak e  and habit s was found 
only bet ween the youngest group of children and the oldest group 
of children. Dunshee also not ed that children who t end t o  st ay at 
t he t able the longe st t ime eat less food. In agreement wit h Bry an 
and L owenberg (5) , Du nshee found that the refus als of milk were 
t he least frequent. 
The reliability of the records could be quest ioned as 
t hey were made by a large numb er ( forty- sev en) of student s . No 
check was made on the reliability of t he recordings. 
A similar st udy was conduct ed by Lamb and Ling ( 20). Fiv e 
boys and three girls were ra ndomly s elect ed from nursery school 
applicat ions. The eight subj ect s  were healt hy ,  middle class chil­
dren ra nging in age from two years , t hree mont hs , t o  three years 
sev en months. Daily records of food consumed and of react ions 
t o  t hese foods were kept for one week at three month int erv als 
by t he mot hers and t eachers at the nursery school. Very pleas ant , 
neutral ,  unpleas ant , and v ery unpleasant were t he cat egories used 
for react ion to t he food. 
Veget ables were t he least preferred of all the food groups. 
Lamb and Ling ( 20) were in agreement with McCarthy' s ( 23) finding 
t hat flav ored milk was unanimously preferred. In t he maj or food 
division of cust ards , puddings , and gelat in dessert s ,  t he most 
popular dessert was puddings. The obvious limit at ion of t his 
study was the small numb er of subject s. 
Breckenridge ( 4) st udied t he food att itudes of five t o  
twelve year old children at t he Merrill-Palmer Summer Camp. The 
subject s  were fifty-one children from upper-middle class homes. 
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The mean age of t hese children was 8.3 years. Each subject replied 
to a qu est ionn aire of tw enty- five it ems. The it ems were foods 
comm only included in t he diet s of t hese children . The answers 
were obt ained from counselors at the beginn ing of camp and five 
weeks lat er t he children were asked whet her they liked,  were in­
different , or disliked t he food it ems. The parent s  filled out t he 
same qu est ionn aire at home while the children were in camp. Breck­
enridge agreed wit h  Lamb and Ling (20) in finding t hat vegetables 
were t he least liked of t he food it ems. No s ex differences were 
fou nd in food likes an d  dislikes , which agrees with studies done 
by Blatz (2), D unshee (10), and Mirone (26). Ice cream and milk 
were high in popularity , which agrees with t he findings of McCart hy 
(23) and Lamb and Ling (20). No specific group change in food 
preference occurred during the five week period; however , individual 
changes occurred. Scores for food dislikes bet ween parent s  and 
children were similar. 
A study of t he food choices of Nebraska children was con­
duct ed by L evert on and Coggs (22). A check list of 45 different 
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foods was completed by 1, 882 boys and girls with an average age 
of thirteen years and six months . The girls in this study stated 
that they were more willing to eat a variety of foods than were 
the boys . The children from towns had tasted more of the listed 
foods . Blatz (2) , Dunshee (10) , and Mirone (26) found no signifi­
cant sex differences in food intake and food habits . Differences 
on this point by Leverton and Coggs may be due to differences in 
food items included on the check lists , and great differences in 
the age group studied. 
Wallen (28) studied sex differences in food aversions . The 
subjects were 308 female college students and 237 male college stu­
dents between eighteen and twenty-five years of age . Each sub­
ject completed a check list of 143 food items . Comparisons were 
made between the sexes . Wallen found considerable uniformity 
between the sexes in the extent to which various foods are dis­
liked . For a small proportion of the items , differences exis ted 
in the extent to which males and females reported avers ions . In 
partial agreement with Leverton and Coggs (22) , Wallen found that 
in most cas es where the sex differences occurred , a larger propor­
tion of females than of males dis liked the food . Wallen believed 
that the differences could be accounted for by assuming social 
pres sures exist which permit females to retain habits of rejection . 
Hall and Hall (14) also did a similar study which included 
693 university students . The subjects were asked to answer a 
check list which included 150 food items . Hall and Hall found 
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sex differences with food avers ions and sex differences with 
familiarity . Women had more food aversions than men . Flavor was 
the most  often given reason for disliking a food. Foods that 
ranked high in being disliked also ranked high in being unfamiliar 
to the subjects . The findings of Hall and Hall in sex differences 
in food aversion and habits agree with the similar findings of 
Wallen (38) . 
A summary of the studies including sex differences in food 
choices and refusals shows that with an increas e in age more sex 
differences become app arent . Pres chool children do not seem to 
show statistic ally significant sex differences in food choices 
and food refus als . 
At Fels Ins titute , Baldwin (1) studied the feeding behavior 
of a group of seventy- two normal children from Ohio . Seventy- two 
mothers of pres chool children were interviewed by a nutritionis t 
for information about the feeding behavior of children . The topics 
included by the interviewer included appetite , finicalness ,  and 
behavior at the table . The interviewer rated each of the three 
variables . 
From the analysis of the data obtained, Baldwin concluded 
that children tended to be either good eaters or poor eaters with 
very few inbetweens . The only pair of variables which were clearly 
related were appetite and table behavior . The children with poor 
appetites tended to be less well developed phys ically according to 
measures of height and weight , but not significantly so. 
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Good appetite and good table behavior tended to appear in 
homes which were restrictive and coercive in their discipline but 
where the child still received approval. A lack of finicalness 
appeared to be related to patterns of parental approval, interest, 
and protectiveness. 
Baldwin (1) had a moderately large sample of subjects for 
this study. No check was made on the reliability of the ratings. 
Not checking for reliability is a weakness of many of the studies 
conducted with eating behavior and children. Many of the ratings 
for this study were very subjective in nature and could have been 
contaminated by the rater's opinions. 
According to Baltz (2), Dunshee (10), Lamb and Ling (20), 
and Mirone (26), statistically significant sex differences in food 
intake, food preferences, and food behavior were not found during 
the preschool years. Leverton and Coggs (22), Wallen (38), and 
Hall and Hall (14) found sex differences in food intake and food 
preferences in preadolescent children and adults. Basic changes 
in number of taste buds explain alterations in food enjoyment as 
an individual passes into adulthood. Sex differences in the number 
and functioning of taste buds have not been established. Laird 
and Breen (19) found that preferences for sweets decline with age 
for both sexes. Renner (29) found that it is advisable to limit 
the temperature of food taste experiments to very moderate degrees 
of warmth and coolness. 
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Young (39) in observing the food preferences of rats found 
that rats reveal a cons istent preference for a food for a long 
period of trials, or they show no preference at all . The primary 
basis of the rats dis crimination among foods tuffs is the sense of 
taste . 
Dudley , Sunderlin , and Moore (9) found that children do 
have preferences for certain foods ; however , their preferences 
are distinctly individual in many cases and not cons istent for a 
period of many trials . Sweeny (35) in observing nursery school 
children found that over a p articular ninety day period children 
mentioned color in 95 per cent of their references to the food 
served. McCarthy (23) found that food aversions on the part of 
the family members are associated with about 35 per cent of children's 
food aversions . 
II. COLOR PREFERENCE 
Staples and Conley (34) obs erved the us e of color in the 
fingerpaintings of three- and four-year-old children . The sub­
jects were twenty nurs ery school children and twenty institution­
alized children .  Red,  yellow , green , blue , and black were the 
available colors for us e in the finger painting setup . The paints 
were put in random pos itions on the table each day . Observations 
of the color choice of each child were made , and each painting 
was rated . 
An analysis of the chi-s quare values of the ratings for 
each painting indicated that for twenty- seven children the dif­
ferences in color selection were not statistically significant . 
It was evident that the paintings were characterized by an in­
terest in all colors rather than a distinct and continued pref­
erence for any one color . The investigators found that for four 
of the children differences seemed to be related to the use of 
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a single color in a particular p ainting or by a color j ag.  Seven 
of the children followed the order in which the colors were placed 
on the table . Ten of the subj ects did show a slight preference 
for the same color in two paintings . No subj ect preferred one 
particular color as his initial choice in all of his paintings . 
No statistically significant color preferences were evident for 
either of the two groups of children . 
Staples (33) studied the responses of fifty preschool and 
grade school children to color . Observations of their respons es to 
a two-color preference situation were made . 
In no case  of a color pair was the differ ence between the 
respons es of the sexes pronounced. There was a tendency for an 
earlier drop in interest in yellow on the part of the girls . The 
girls had a greater percentage of respons es for blue at each age 
level . The interest became stronger in the girls with an increas e 
in age . 
Yellow was the least liked color of the preschool children, 
while blue was the best liked by the grade school children . In 
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the case of the preschool children , red , green , and blue were pre­
ferred in this order , but the percentage differences between these 
colors were small . The preschool boys rated green a little higher 
than the girls , while the pres chool girls rated yellow lower than 
the boys . A distinct and continued preference or dislike for any 
one color was not found in either the pres chool children or the 
grade s chool children. 
Katz and Breed (18) studied the color preferences of 
kindergarten , elementary , high school , and college students . A 
group of 2 , 500 subj ects were asked to choose one of six colors 
which they liked best . White cards on which were pasted red,  
orange , yellow, green,  blue and violet colored papers were pre­
sented to the subj ects . 
In examining 125 kindergarten children Katz and Breed found 
that these children were unfamiliar with the names of the colors . 
The kindergarten children were allowed to point to their favorite 
color . The data were handled by correlating the subj ects ' color 
choices with their age and sex .  
At every age from five to fifteen years old , blue was most 
frequently preferred. Forty-s even per cent of the 2 , 500 subjects 
found blue the most pleasing . In general , there was a distinct 
rise in the preference value of green and blue , and a correspond­
ing decline in the values of red and yellow as children advanced 
in age and grade . This finding agrees with the findings of Staples 
(33) in that blue was the best liked color of the grade school 
boys, red was a favorite at this age level, and yellow was rated 
lower. No striking differences between the color preferences of 
the sexes were observed in either of these two studies. 
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A study of color preference according to age was conducted 
by Michaels (25). There were 535 male subjects ranging in age from 
six to fifteen years of age. The purpose was to test boys' ability 
to perceive colors and to get the preferences for single colors. 
The subjects from eight to fifteen years of age looked at a color 
chart and listed their color preferences in first, second, and 
third order. The younger children individually pointed to the 
colors that they liked best. Michaels found that children six 
years of age did not show consistency of color choice. Michaels 
made a broad statement by saying that children in choosing what 
they always like chose what their emotional state of mind stimu­
lated them to do at the particular moment. Differences in the 
preferences for any particular color were small for the whole 
group. Yellow and red were ranked at the top, while green, 
violet, blue and orange followed in that order. These findings 
disagree with the findings of Staples (33) and Katz and Breed (18). 
Staples had a different age group of subjects. Staples included 
both male and female subjects; Michaels did not. Also Staples 
studied the actual use of colors in a painting situation, whereas 
Michael's subjects verbalized their color preferences. Katz and 
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Breed had a much larger age range in their sample which included 
both male and female subjects. Sex and age differences in sampling 
may have made the difference in the findings of these studies. 
Group differences in color choice and rejection were studied 
by Pasta and Kinisto (27) who had 240 male and female adult sub­
jects. The subjects were tested as to color preference on Rorschach 
card X and a color chart. The subjects were grouped into the follow­
ing categories: (1) male and female, (2) normal, (3) psychotics, 
and (4) mental defectives. 
Blue and red were the most popular choices among all of 
the groups. Gray and brown were the colors most rejected. Normal 
women shifted their color preferences more than normal men. The 
psychotics were characterized by a greater range of color choice 
and rejection. The mental defectives rejected yellow more than the 
other groups. 
Michaels (25), Staples and Conley (34), and Staples (33) 
agree that preschool children have an interest in all colors and 
fail to show a distinct preference for any one color. Staples 
(33), and Katz and Breed (18) found that there was no statistically 
significant difference between the sexes in color preference. A 
high preference of preschool children for red and blue was found by 
Staples (33) , and Katz and Breed (18) • 
The research on eating behavior of preschool children and 
children's color preferences gave evidence to indicate that age 
and sex differences in food preferences and color preferences were 
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not found during the preschool years. The writer hypothesized that 
there would not be sex and age differences in flavor and color 
preferences of preschool children for dessert. 
Dudley, Sunderlin, and Moore (9) found that children's 
food preferences are distinctly individual and that these pref­
erences are not consistent over a period of many trials. The 
writer hypothesized that the subjects for this study �ould not re­
veal consistent preferences for flavor or color in their choice 
of desserts. From the evidence given by McCarthy (24) the writer 
also hypothesized that there would be no apparent relationship be­
tween the subjects' flavor preferences as recorded in the nursery 
school and the flavor preferences of the mothers and fathers as 
recorded by the mothers on the questionnaire. 
Renner (30) found that it is advisable to control the 
temperature in food taste experiments. It was for this reason 




The purpose of this study was threefold: first ,  to gain 
knowledge concerning the influence of color and flavor in the des­
sert preferences of preschool children in a nurs ery school lunch 
situation; second , to compare the factors of age and sex of the 
s ubjects with the color and flavor preferences of thes e children 
and; third, to compare the differences or similarities in the 
mother ' s  opinion of the preferences of her child expressed in the 
home with the flavor preferences exhibited by the child in the 
nursery school lunch situation . 
I .  SUBJECTS 
The subj ects of this study were thirty-one pres chool chil­
dren and their mothers and fathers . The children were enrolled 
in the senior and junior groups during the spring quarter at The 
University of Tennessee nursery school. None of the subjects was 
allergic to vanilla ,  lemon , or strawberry pudding. Only eight of 
the senior group and ten of the junior group were pres ent for all 
of the test situations plus the trial test . All of the subjects 
had completed at least five of the seven tests. The senior group 
cons isted of nine boys and s ix girls with an age range from four 
years , four months to six years with a me an age of four years , nine 
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months on April 1 ,  1963 . Most of the senior group had been enrolled 
in The University of Tennessee nursery school for their second year . 
The junior group consisted of seven girls and nine boys with an 
age range from three years , five months to four years , seven months 
with a mean age of three years , nine months on April 1 ,  1963 . For 
most of the junior group , the present school year was their first 
nursery school attendance .  The mean age of the total group was 
four years , three months . The mean age of the girls was four years , 
two months . The mean age of the boys was four years , four months . 
Most of the parents of the subjects were professional people 
with college degrees and additional professional training or ad­
vanced degrees . S ee Table I ,  page 3 0  for characteristics of the 
subjects . 
II . PROCEDURE 
During the winter quarter of 19 63 the subjects were served 
vanilla , lemon , and strawberry pudding as dessert along with the 
regular noon meal at the nursery school. Each flavor of pudding 
was served at least two times . The pudding was not served on any 
specific day . This served to acquaint the subjects with those 
three flavors of pudding . Instant puddings (Jello brand) were 
us ed throughout the trial and testing periods . The pudding was 
prepared as directed on the package and served at room temperature . 
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TA BLE I 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SU BJECT S 
Junior Senior Total 
Item NJ.6 NlS N31 
Years of age 
3 10 0 10 
4 6 12 18 
5 0 2 2 
6 0 1 1 
Sex 
Male - Boys 9 9 18 
Female - Girls 7 6 13 
Length of School Attendance 
1 academic quarter 2 0 2 
2 academic quarters 10 0 10 
3 academic quarters 3 1 4 
4 academic quarters 0 1 1 
5 academic quarters 0 4 4 
6 academic quarters 0 0 0 
7 academic quarters 1 8 9 
11 academic quarters 0 1 1 
Father's occupation 
College professor 3 4 7 
Engineer 0 1 1 
Architect 0 1 1 
Physician 2 2 4 
Dentist 0 2 2 
Attorney 3 1 4 
Deceased 1 0 1 
Education, sales, 
other miscellaneous 7 4 11 
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The same procedure was followed in the trial test and each 
of the seven test situations. In each of the first six tests the 
subject had a choice of one of the two puddings offered after 
lunch on a particular day of the week. The same two flavors of 
pudding were offered on the same day of the week. In six test 
situations the subjects had a chance to taste both flavors or 
colors of pudding offered before making a selection. In the 
seventh test situation the subjects were offered all three flavors 
of pudding. See Appendix for a copy of the instructions to the 
subjects at the serving table. Each subject went to the serving 
table in the center of the dining room to select one of the two 
products of pudding offered. The same person sat at the serving 
table during the trial test and during each of the testing ex­
periences. After making the choice the subject took his selection 
back to his own table to eat. Prior to the test period the student 
teachers were advised not to make reference to the selected pudding 
of the subject before or after his selection. See Appendix for 
a copy of the instructions to the student teachers. 
There were seven recorded test situations and one recorded 
trial test over a five-week period. During the trial test the 
subjects had a choice between lemon and strawberry flavors of 
pudding. The trial test served to acquaint the subjects with the 
choice procedure which was new to them. 
The basic structure of the test design is reported first. 
The specific variables of flavor and color in regard to each test 
situation are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
In the first and third tests the subjects had a choice 
between vanilla and lemon puddings. These tests were completed 
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on two successive MOndays. The same menu was served on each of 
the Mondays when vanilla and lemon flavors of pudding were offered. 
See Appendix for a copy of the Monday menus. 
During the second and fourth tests the subjects had a 
choice between vanilla and strawberry flavors of pudding. These 
tests were completed on two successive Wednesdays when vanilla 
and strawberry flavors of pudding were offered. See Appendix for 
a copy of the Wednesday menus. 
Tests five and six included only vanilla pudding, but with 
food coloring added. Test five was on Monday with the same menu 
as used in tests one and three. Test six was completed on a 
Wednesday when the same menu was served as in test two and four. 
Test seven was completed on a Monday and included the three 
flavors of vanilla, lemon, and strawberry pudding. This was the 
only test in which all three flavors of pudding were offered at 
the same time. The same lunch menu was used as in test one, three, 
and five. 
During the first and second test periods the variables of 
both color and flavor entered into the subjects' choice of pudding. 
The lemon pudding was yellow, the strawberry pudding was pink, and 
the vanilla pudding was creamy white. In the third and fourth trials 
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the variable of color was kept constant and only the flavor entered 
into the selection of the pudding . This was accomplished by adding 
yellow food coloring to the vanilla pudding in test three and pink 
food coloring to the vanilla pudding in tes t four . A panel of 
three staff members served as judges to control for vis ible dif­
ferences in color of the puddings . In test three the color of the 
vanilla and lemori pudding was identical . In test four the vanilla 
pudding was the s ame color as the strawberry pudding . 
For tests five and six the variable of flavor was held con­
stant . This was accomplished by adding yellow and pink food color­
ing to the vanilla pudding . In test five the subj ects had a choice 
between yellow vanilla pudding and creamy white vanilla pudding . 
In test six the subjects had a choice between pink vanilla pudding 
and creamy white vanilla pudding . 
For test seven the variables of both flavor and color 
entered into the subj ects ' choice of pudding . Since all three 
flavors of pudding there offered at the s ame time this test served 
to establish a preference for one or more of the three puddings 
offered for each subj ect . 
III . SOURCES OF DATA 
Data were obtained from two sources . The first source was 
a questionnaire concerning the flavor preferences of the child , 
the father , and the mother . The questionnaire was completed by 
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the mothers . The ques tionnaire and a letter of explanation were 
mailed to the mothers of the subj ects on March 22 , 1963 . The 
mothers were asked to return the questionnaire as soon as possible . 
See Appendix for a copy of the questionnaire and the accompanying 
letter . 
The second source of data was an obs ervational record of 
the subj ects ' preferences in the seven test situations . The 
records were kept by the experimenter and a member of the staff 
of the nurs ery school . See Appendix for a copy of the form for 
recording data used in the testing experiences . 
IV .  ANALYSIS 
Tabulations were made from the obs ervational records to 
study the degree of consistency or inconsis tency of the color and 
flavor preferences of the subj ects . The subj ects were classified 
in categories and a table was made . The age and sex differences 
in flavor and color preferences were determined by comparing the 
junior group with the senior group and the male subj ects with the 
female subj ects in the flavor and color preferenc e consistency . 
Also tabulations were made to compare the mother ' s  predictions of 
the child ' s  flavor choice with the child ' s  actual choice . Per­
centages were figured to show the accuracy of the mothers '  predic­
tions . Tabulations were made of the mother ' s ,  father ' s ,  and child ' s  
favorite flavor excluding vanilla , lemon , and strawberry flavoring 
which were used for this experiment . 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Th e purpos e of this study was thr eefold : first, to gain 
information conc erning th e influ enc e of color and flavor in th e 
d ess ert pr ef er enc es of pr eschool childr en in a nurs ery school lunch 
situation ; s econd, to compar e th e factors of ag e and s ex with th e 
color and flavor pref er enc es of pr eschool childr en ; and third, to 
compar e th e diff er enc es or simil ariti es in th e moth er's opinion 
of th e pr ef er enc es of h er child as expr ess ed in th e hom e with th e 
flavor pr ef er enc es exhibit ed by th e child in a nurs ery school lunch 
situation. 
I .  ANALYSIS OF THE FLAVOR DATA 
Tabulations w er e  mad e for th e total group to study th e 
d egree of consist ency or inconsist ency of th e color and fl avor 
pr ef er enc es of th e subjects as r ecord ed on th e d ess ert pr efer enc e 
r ecords for each of th e t ests. All of th e subjects had compl et ed 
at least fiv e of th e sev en tests. Th e consist ency of th e flavor 
pr efer enc es was tabulat ed by comparing th e flavor choic es in t ests 
on e, two, thr ee, four, and s ev en. Th e following cat egories w er e  
us ed :  ( 1 ) consist ently vanilla ; (2) consist ently strawberry ; (3) 
consis tently lemon ; (4) consist ently all flavors ; (5 ) consist ently 
r efusing d ess ert ; and (6) compl et ely inconsist ent in flavor pr ef er enc e .  
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The following criteria were us ed to classify the subj ects in these 
six categories : (1) subj ects selected vanilla flavor in at least 
four of the five tests ; (2) subj ects selected strawberry in tests 
two , four , and seven ; (3) subj ects selected lemon in test one , 
three , and seven ; (4) subj ects selected at the same test each of 
the flavors offered in that particular test for all five of the 
tests ; (5) subj ects refus ed to select a flavor in all five of the 
flavor test situations ; (6) subj ects failed to reveal a consistent 
flavor preference for all five of the flavor tes ts . Subj ects 
classified in categories one , two , and three were cons idered to 
have expressed a specific flavor preference .  Subj ects clas sified 
in categories four and six were considered not to have expressed 
a definite flavor preference . Subj ects listed in category five 
exhibited a definite dislike of the particular dessert used for 
this study (Table II , page 37 ) . 
II . ANALYSIS OF THE COLOR DATA 
Tabulations were made for the total group to study the 
degree of consistency of the color preferences of the subj ects . 
The data from tests one , two , five , six ,  and s even were us ed to 
analyze the degree of consistency of flavor preference . The 
following six categories were us ed: (1) cons istently white-­
subj ects selected white in four of the five tests ; (2) consistently 
pink- -subj ects selected pink in tests two , six ,  and seven ; (3) con­
s istently yellow- -subjects selected yellow in tests one , five , and 
TABLE II 
CONSISTENCY OF FLAVOR PREFERENCE 
Junior Senior 
Male-Female Male- Female 
Category N9 N7 N9 N6 
I .  Consistently vanilla 0 2 2 1 
II . Consis tently strawberry 1 0 1 1 
III . Consistently lemon 0 0 0 1 
IV. Consistently all flavors 2 0 0 2 
v .  Consistently refusing 1 1 0 0 





















seven ; (4) consistently all colors-- subj ects selected at the same 
test each of the colors offered for five of the tes ts ; (5) con­
sistently refusing- -subjects refused to select a flavor of dessert 
in any of the five tests ; (6) completely inconsistent-- subj ects 
who failed to reve al a consistent color preference for the five 
color tests . Subjects classified in categories one , two , and 
three were considered to have expressed a definite color preference . 
Subj ects classified in categories four and six were considered not 
to have expres sed a definite color preference . Subjects listed in 
category five expressed a dislike of the particular type dessert 
us ed for this study (Table III , page 39) . 
III . ANALYSIS OF GROUP AND SEX DIFFERENCES 
The age differences in flavor and color preferences were 
determined by comparing the junior and senior groups in flavor 
and color preference consistency . The sex differences in the 
flavor and color preferences were determined by comparing the 
flavor and color preference cons istency of the total group of 
girls with the total group of boys (s ee Tables II and III , pages 
37 and 39) . 
IV .  TABULATIONS 
Tabulations were made to compare the mother ' s  predictions 
of the child' s  flavor choice with the child ' s  actual choice in 
the first and second test s ituations . The mother ' s  predictions 
TABLE III 
CONSISTENCY OF COLOR PREFERENCE 
Junior Senior 
Male- Female Male-Female 
Category N9 N7 N9 N6 . 
I .  Consistently white 0 1 0 0 
II . Consistently pink 1 1 0 1 
III . Consis tently yellow 0 0 0 1 
IV . Consistently all flavors 2 0 0 2 
v. Consistently refusing 1 1 0 0 





















were taken from questions two and three of the questionnaire . The 
mother ' s  answer for the child in question two was compared with 
the child ' s  choice in test one . The mother ' s  answer for the child 
in question three was compared with the child' s  choice in test 
two . Percentages were figured to show the accuracy of the mothers ' 
predictions (Table IV, page 41) . 
Tabulations of the mother ' s  predictions of the father ' s  
choice and of her own choice were made . The mother ' s  predictions 
of the father ' s  choice were made from questions two and three of 
the questionnaire . The mother ' s  choices were also taken from 
questions two and three of the questionnaire .  No attempt was 
made to compare the mother ' s  choice and the father ' s  choice with 
the child' s  actual choice since only two of the families had pre­
viously tasted or eaten strawberry pudding (Table V, page 42) . 
See Table VI , page 43 , for a tabulation of the family ' s  previous 
experience with the three flavors of pudding at home . 
Each of the mothers was asked to list her favorite flavor , 
her husband' s favorite flavor , and her child' s  favorite flavor 
excluding vanilla , strawberr.y ,  and lemon flavoring which were 
used for the experiment . S�e Table VII , page 44 , for a tabulation 
of the listed favorite flavors . 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF THE MOTHER' S PREDICTION OF THE CHILD ' S  CHOICE 
AT HOME AND HIS CHOICE IN THE NURSERY SCHOOL 
Number Choice 
Prediction Junior Senior Total Junior Senior Total 
tpestion II 
Vanilla 7 9 16 3 5 8 
Lemon 2 4 6 1 2 3 
Don ' t  know 4 1 5 
Neither one 3 1 4 2 0 2 
Q..les tion III 
Vanilla 7 10 17 1 3 4 
Strawberry 2 2 4 2 1 3 
Don ' t  know 3 3 6 












TABULATION OF THE MOTHER ' S  PREDICTION OF THE FATHER' S  
CHOICE AND HER OWN CHOICE 
42 
Father ' s  Choice Mother ' s  Choice 
Prediction Junior Senior Total Junior S enior Total 
Q.lestion II 
Vanilla 9 3 12 4 6 10 
Lemon 5 5 10 11 6 17 
Don ' t  know 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Neither one 2 7 9 1 2 3 
Question III 
Vanilla 12 7 19 9 10 19 
Strawberry 2 3 5 2 4 6 
Don ' t  know 1 1 2 2 0 2 








TABULATION OF PREVIOUS EXPERIENCES WITH 




Junior Senior Junior Senior Junior Senior 
13 12 15 12 13 12 
5 7 11 8 11 8 
0 2 0 1 0 0 
3 2 1 2 3 2 
0 1 0 1 0 0 
TABLE VII 
TABULATION OF FAVORITE FLAVORS EXCLUDING 



















This chapter includes a discussion of the results pres ented 
in the previous chapter and possible reasons for the specific find­
ings are given . Also , comparisons are made between the results 
and findings of previous studies . 
The subj ects did not reveal consis tent preferences for a 
flavor or a color in their choice of desserts at nursery school . 
Therefore ,  on the basis of these findings the first hypothesis 
is tenable . This was the case for both the junior and the senior 
groups . Only nine of the thirty-one subj ects expressed a definite 
consistency of flavor preference . Twenty of the children were 
completely inconsistent in their flavor choices .  This agrees 
with the findings of Dudley , Sunderlin , and Moore (9 ) who found 
that preschool children do have preferences for certain foods , 
but that their preferences are not consistent over a period of 
many trials . 
Only five of the thirty-one subj ects expressed a definite 
consistency of color preference , whereas twenty-four of the sub­
jects failed to express a color preference . This result agrees 
with the findings of Staples and Conley (34) , Staples (33) , and 
Michaels (25) who found that preschool children did not exhibit a 
statistically significant color preference , but that these children 
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showed an interest in all colors . These findings also support 
the first hypothesis that the subj ects would not reveal consistent 
preferences for a flavor or a color in their choice of desserts 
at nursery school . It appeared that , in general for this group , 
the consistency of flavor preference appeared more often than the 
consistency of color preference . For most ·of the subjects who 
revealed inconsistencies it appeared that there was an interest 
in all of the three flavors and colors of pudding . 
It appeared that the difference in the mean ages of the 
two groups was not a factor in terms of the consistency of flavor 
preferences or of the consistency of color preferences . On the 
basis of the data there does not appear to be a s ex difference 
in terms of the consistency of flavor or color preference . These 
data support the second hypothesis that there would not be sex 
and age differences in flavor or color preference of preschool 
children . This agrees with the findings of Blatz (2) , Dunshee 
(10) , and Mirone (26) who found that there was no significant sex 
differences in the food intake and the food habits of pres chool 
children . This finding also agrees with the findings of Katz and 
Breed (18) and Staples (33) who found that there was no striking 
differences between the color preferences of the sexes for pre­
school children . 
The hypothesis that there would be no apparent relationship 
between the subjects ' flavor preferences as observed in the nursery 
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school test situation and the flavor preferences of the child as 
checked by the mothers on the ques tionnaires remained tenable for 
these subjects . It appeared that the mothers were able to predict 
accurately only 50 per cent of the time . The sex of the child 
seemed to make no difference in the mother ' s  ability to predict 
the choice of her child. Also , it appeared that the difference 
in the mean age of the two groups had no effect on the mother ' s  
ability to predict the flavor choice of her child in a given situa­
tion . One factor which may have been responsible for the inac­
curacy in the mothers ' ability to predict the flavor preference 
of the subj ects in a given situation was that only two of the 
thirty-one children had tasted or eaten strawberry pudding at 
home . The two mothers that had served strawberry pudding at 
home did not predict accurately for their children for ques tion 
three . The mothers of the children who had tas ted or eaten lemon 
pudding were not able to predict more accurately than the mothers 
of the children who had not tasted or eaten lemon pudding at home . 
Twenty of the mothers reported on the questionnaires that their 
child' s  favorite flavor was chocolate . Chocolate flavoring was 
not used in this study . 
For the trial test it appeared that the children were not 
familiar with the instant puddings that were us ed for this study . 
Much of the pudding came back in the dish uneaten even though the 
child tasted and selected a pudding freely to take back to his 
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table . For the trial test and the second test the strawberry 
flavor of pudding came back in the bowls uneaten more often than 
the vanilla or lemon flavors of pudding . As the subjects became 
more familiar with the pudding it was better accepted . For the 
last four test situations more of the subj ects came back to the 
serving table for second and third servings of pudding. By the 
end of the testing period the subj ects appeared to have accepted 
the pudding . 
For tests five and six in which the flavor was kept con­
stant and the color was different , the subj ects made no verbal 
comment on the fact that these two different colors of pudding 
tasted the same . It was for these two test situations that more 
of the second servings given them were of a different color from 
the first serving . However , for the whole group more of the second 
servings given during the five final test situations were of a 
different flavor or color from the first serving given to the sub­
j ect . It appeared that there was an increasing interest in all of 
the flavors and colors of pudding as the experiment progress ed. 
The subj ects were able to follow the directions for the 
test . The experimenter had gained rapport with both of the groups 
before the trial test . The subj ects appeared eager to taste and 
select a flavor or color of pudding.  The two subjects that con­
sistently refus ed to taste the dessert also refused to select 
dessert during the test periods . All of the other subj ects tasted 
the pudding before making a choice . MOst of the subjects did not 
taste the pudding again before selecting a second serving of 
pudding . Only one subj ect refused to tas te the dessert before 
making his selection . He did not refuse again after the first 
test . 
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The writer did not observe any evidences of the influence 
of the teachers or other children on the choices of the subj ect . 
The one subj ect that selected both flavors or colors of pudding 
for his bowl at the s ame time did this cons istently throughout 
the testing period . One female subj ect consistently des ired a 
verbal explanation of what flavor of pudding was in the bowl before 
she tasted the pudding . She was given this information . 
The choices made by the children of both groups indicated 
that these particular children did not reveal consistent pref­
erences for a flavor or a color of pudding . The difference in 
the sex and age of the subj ects did not appear to be factors in 
the consistency or inconsistency of flavor and color preferences 
of these two groups of nursery school children . On the basis of 
the findings of this study and other research in flavor and color 
preference consistency , it appears that children of nursery school 
age are unpredictable in color and flavor choices . 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was threefold: first ,  to gain 
knowledge concerning the influence of color and flavor in the 
dessert preferences of preschool children in a nursery school 
lunch situation; second , to compare the factors of age and sex 
with the color and flavor preferences of preschool children; and 
third, to compare the differences or similarities in the mother ' s  
opinion of the preferences of her child as expressed in the home 
with the flavor preferences exhibited by the child in the nursery 
school lunch situation . 
It was hypothesized that (1) the subj ects would not reveal 
consistent preferences for a flavor or a color in their choice 
of desserts at nursery school ; (2) there would not be sex and 
age differences in flavor or color preference of preschool chil­
dren for desserts ; and (3) there would be no apparent relation­
ship between the subj ects ' flavor preferences as observed in the 
test situation and the flavor preferences of the child as checked 
by the mothers on the questionnaires . 
The sub j ects of this study were thirty-one children enrolled 
in The University of Tennessee nurs ery school and their' parents . 
The senior group consisted of nine boys and six girls with a mean 
age of four years , nine months . Nine boys and seven girls were 
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members of the junior group with a mean age of three years , nine 
months . The subj ects were a s elect group with regard to socio­
economic class in that a large number of them were from the upper­
middle socio- economic class . The subjects were limited to those 
who had completed more than four of the seven test experiences . 
Data were obtained from two sources . The first was a ques­
tionnaire completed by the mothers concerning the flavor preferences 
of the child, the father , and the mother . The second source was 
an observational record of the subjects ' preferences in the s even 
test situations . 
On the basis of the results of this study none of the three 
hypotheses can be rej ected . For most of the group the flavor and 
color preferences were not consistent over a period of many trials . 
There seemed to be an interest in all three of the flavors and 
colors of pudding used for this study . Sex and age differences 
in flavor or color preference were not found for this age group . 
The mothers were accurate in their predictions for this study 
only 50 per cent of the time . 
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APPENDIX 
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE SUBJECTS 
Prior to making each selection of dessert the subj ects 
were instructed by the experimenter at the serving table in the 
following way:  
I have two bowls of  pudding. This is going to be a 
game for you . I want you to taste some of this pudding 
(pudding in the bowl on the experimenter ' s  right) , and 
I want you to taste some of this pudding (pudding in the 
bowl on the experimenter ' s  left) . Now point to the one 
that you want to take back to your table and I will give 
you some for your dessert . You do not have to take pudding 
if you do not want to . 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE STUDENT TEACHERS 
Prior to the beginning of the test period the student 
teachers were given information concerning the experiments which 
were to be conducted during the lunch period at the Nursery School . 
This information was given at a bi-weekly seminar that met as a 
part of the nurs ery school practicum. The investigator said: 
As a part of my graduate program I am do ing research con­
cerning the influence of flavor and color on the dessert 
preferences of preschool children . On Mondays and Wednesdays 
of the next four weeks the children will be offered a choice 
of two different puddings at the serving table . I will sit 
at the serving table during each of the testing periods . I 
will instruct the chi!'dren in the proc edure for making a 
selection of desserts when they come to the serving table . 
Your instructions are to let only one child at a time from 
your table go to the serving table .  See that each child at 
your table comes to the serving table for dessert before he 
leaves the dining room whether or not he des ires dessert . 
Do not at any time make a reference to what dessert he is 
going to choose  before he goes to the serving table , and 
do not make a reference to his choice when he returns to 
your table with his dessert . Keep all discussion about the 
dessert to a minimum until all of the children at your table 
have made their selection of dessert . The children may come 
back for seconds if they desire . Are there any questions? 
NURSERY SCHOOL MENUS 
Mondays 
Beef Patties 




Vanilla or Lemon Pudding 
Test 3 




(yellow or creamy white) 
Test 7 
Wednesdays 





Vanilla or Strawberry Pudding 
Test 4 









FLAVOR PREFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE 
(To be completed by mothers) 
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Child' s  name�---------------------------------------------------
Child' s  age 





1 .  Have you , your husband , and your child tasted or eaten any 
or all of the following flavors of pudding at home? {check 
answers) 
Child Father r.bther 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 
vanilla vanilla vanilla 
lemon lemon lemon 
_ strawberry _ strawberry _ strawberry 
2 .  If you , your husband , and your child could have only one dish 
of pudding each , and were asked to choose from the following 
listed flavors of pudding , which flavor would be chosen? 
(check answers) 
Child Father Mother 
vanilla vanilla vanilla 
lemon 
don ' t  know 
neither one 
lemon 
don ' t  know 
neither one 
lemon 
don ' t  know 
neither one 
3 .  If you , your husband , and your child could have only one dish 
of pudding each , and were asked to choos e from the following 
listed flavors of pudding , which flavor would be chosen? 
Child Father Mother 
vanilla vanilla vanilla 
strawberry =:: strawberry =:: strawberry 
--- don ' t  know don' t  know don ' t  know 
neither one neither one neither one 
4 .  Do you , your husband , and your child have a definite flavor 
preference for a flavor other than vanilla , lemon , and straw­
berry? If so , list flavor . 
___ Child ___ Father 
__ ..:t-tlther 
5 .  Is your child allergic or has your child ever been allergic 





LETTER TO THE PARENTS 
March 2 2 ,  1963 
Dear Mrs . 
As a part of my research proj ect for a Master ' s  
degree in Child Development I am studying the flavor 
and color preferences of preschool children . In 
order to carry out this research study I need your 
cooperation . Will you please complete the enclosed 
questionnaire , place it in the stamped self- addressed 
envelope and return it to me as soon as possible . 
When this study has been completed I will be 
glad to give you information about the findings . 
If you are interested in such information , pleas e 
contact me at the Nursery School office .  
Thank you for your help and cooperation . 
MLL: j as 
Enclosures 
Sincerely yours , 
Martha Lou LaLance 
Graduate Assistant in 
Child Development 
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Name of Child 
FORM FOR RECORDING DATA 
Dessert Preference Record 
___ Group 
Test Test Corrunents 
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Corrunents 
